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Abstract. Successful maritime spatial planning processes require stakeholder engagement and participation, thus requiring tools that support collaboration. Communication-driven spatial decision support systems are
designed to facilitate decision making processes of complex spatial problems and are therefore suited for this task, but there are unresolved questions about user access control for these systems. In this study, user access
control was designed for a spatial decisions support system for collaborative
maritime spatial planning based on observation of two user tests. It was
found that there were three distinct groups of users with special access
needs to collaborative functionality. The level of access to functionality was
organised into three groups: passive participants, actively contributing collaborators and managing moderators.
Keywords. Spatial Decision Support System, Maritime Spatial Planning,
User Access Control

1.

Introduction

Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) is a public process of analysing and allocating human activities in marine areas to achieve objectives specified usually by political processes (Pınarbaşı et al. 2017). The MSP processes and
dialogue are generally organised and lead by public planners. Stakeholder
don’t participate in all phases of the MSP processes, but when they do, their
roles are clearly defined (Collie et al. 2013). However, the competencies and
knowledge of the stakeholders often differ (Morf et al. 2019, Luyet et al.
2012). Successful MSP processes require stakeholder engagement and participation (Pınarbaşı et al. 2017) and thus require tools that support collab-
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oration (Rassweiler et al. 2014; Pert et al. 2013; Center for Ocean Solutions,
2011).
Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS) are designed to facilitate decision
making processes of complex spatial problems and are therefore suited for
the task of MSP. SDSSs provide a framework that integrates database management, geospatial analysis, visualisation, and expert knowledge of decision makers. (Densham, 1991) SDSS can be categorised based on their focus
area, such as, data, models, knowledge and communication. Communication-driven SDSS facilitate the communication between different stakeholders to generate some form of results. (Stelzenmüller et al. 2013) To determine how this collaboration works, for example in a SDSS, it is important to know what functionality users have access to in the system. This
is determined by the concept of access control or control of user access. In
role-based access control (RBAC) permissions assigned to user roles are
defined beforehand and users are then assigned to roles based on their responsibilities. The main benefit of RBAC is the low administrative overhead
of assigning users permissions, but it also has shortcomings, such as, lack of
flexibility and fine-grained control. (Tolone et al. 2005)
This study focuses on designing role-based access control in a communication-driven SDSS for collaborative MSP called Baltic Explorer. The key
questions regarding the RBAC are: what user roles are required and what
functionality do the user roles have access to? To identify the user roles and
their functionality requirements the use of Baltic Explorer was observed in
two distinct user tests.

2.

Methods

Baltic Explorer is a communication-driven SDSS for collaborative MSP being developed in BONUS BASMATI - Baltic Sea Maritime Spatial Planning
for Sustainable Ecosystem Services project. As a web map application, Baltic Explorer is suited for all devices with modern browser support. The user
interface is designed for both small and large touchscreens but also for PCs
with traditional input devices. In Baltic Explorer users collaborate on a
shared workspace where they can share and also edit shared features. Users
can also select data to overlay in the shared workspace for other users to
see. This collaborative functionality of sharing, editing and overlaying causes many access control challenges, as users of communication-driven SDSS
in a collaborative MSP usually have different responsibilities. To gain insight into how groups collaborate using such SDSS for collaborative MSP,
Baltic Explorer was used in two distinct user tests. During the tests all participants had access to most of the functionality of Baltic Explorer.
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In the first “Workshop test”, Baltic Explorer was tested with users in the
Pan Baltic Scope cross-border meeting: “Better maritime planning – towards a shared future, together” organised by FIAXSE in Umea, Sweden.
The participators were mainly MSP planners and stakeholders. The test
focused on examining which functionality of a collaborative SDSS helps in
common MSP tasks. Baltic Explorer was used to support the task. Both
groups had two facilitators, one (a planner) acting as the meeting chair and
the other managed a shared view of Baltic Explorer on a large screen. The
rest of the participators’ utilised personal devices to use Baltic Explorer. In
the second “Game test”, Baltic Explorer was tested twice with each three
group types: MSP students, GIS experts and non-experts. The test focused
on examining how well each device configuration (personal, shared or both
devices) supported common MSP tasks. All groups of three were assigned
the same task of playing an MSP game. The goal of the game was to collaborate in preparing a plan that takes into account the interests of each participator and the overall interests of the group. The groups used Baltic Explorer
either on personal, shared or both devices. For this study, the main research
method in both tests was observation of the roles participants took while
using Baltic Explorer.

3.

Results

During the tests the participators were observed to identify distinct roles. In
the “Workshop test” the participators were observed to pay close attention
to the shared display managed by a facilitator. The facilitator was observed
to be a distinct role as they control the shared display. Some participators
also often interacted via the shared display. Participator were observed to
physically move to the shared display to contribute into the discussion, even
though they had a personal display to work with. This occurred when their
personal view of the workspace was in a different state than the shared
view, for example, a participator might have been editing a feature not yet
ready to be shared on the workspace and wanted to join the conversation.
Thus, active participators were observed to be a distinct role. During the
“Game test”, in the groups with personal displays and a shared display, one
or more participator were observed to performed the same tasks as the
“Workshop test” facilitator. They kept the shared display synchronised for
the group to have an updated view of the workspace. The shared display
was also used to edit features.
Access control for Baltic Explorer, including user roles and access to functionality, has been designed based on the observations from the tests while
taking into account the context of MSP and SDSSs. Role-based access control was chosen over only a user-based access for Baltic Explorer since only
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a few user groups with special access to collaborative functionality were
identified. Thus, Baltic Explorer has three user roles: participant, contributor and moderator, Figure 1. Each user can use their own device to access
the workspace and manage their personal view. Users can also use their
personal device to present their personal view as the shared view visible for
all.

Figure 1. The functionality user roles have access to in a Baltic Explorer workspace.

The participant group only has access to basic functionality, such as, viewing features and overlaying data, Figure 1. They can select the overlaid data
of their personal view, but when they synchronise the overlaid data of the
shared view is updated in their view. In an MSP setting, persons who don’t
actively want to contribute to the task but instead are interested in the process phases and the results of the task, can be assigned as participants. The
contributors group has access to sharing functionality, such as, adding features to the workspace for all to see, Figure 1. Contributors can select and
save the overlaid data of their personal view, share and edit features on the
workspace and synchronise the workspace using their personal view. Contributors can be, for example, planners or stakeholders who actively want to
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contribute to the tasks and take part in the decision making. The moderator
group has access to all functionality regarding the workspace, Figure 1. The
moderator controls the workspace, keeps the shared view synchronised for
all viewers and selects the overlaid data visible to the synchronised personal
views of participants. All layers and features created by the contributors
can be edited by the moderator. It is intended that a moderator, who has
access to all the workspace functionality, should be the one controlling the
shared view. The moderator can, for example, be one of the meeting organisers in an MSP setting.

4.

Conclusion

In this study, control of user access was designed for a SDSS for MSP based
on observing user tests. It was found that there were three distinct groups
with special needs of access to collaborative functionality. The level of access to functionality was organised into three groups: passive participants,
actively contributing collaborators and managing moderators. The designed access control should be further evaluated in other phases of MSP to
further refine the functionality each user group has access rights to. Development of Baltic Explorer will continue based on these findings.
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